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SOME THOUGHTS AND IDEAS ON THE THERMAL
LANDSCAPE OF THE DESERT AND ITS EFFECT ON THE
BEHAVIOR OF DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP.
By Carlos Gallinger, thewayofthings.org
There are many animals in the desert that have adapted in various ways and degrees to the desert
environment. Some, like the jackrabbit, can live far out into the desert where there are no springs,
and liquid water only exists for a few hours after a rain. Then there is the white desert snail whose
survival seems so improbable, yet it exists all over the Desert Southwest. One of the most important
adaptations that all desert animals have in common is their use and understanding of the thermal
environment. Desert bighorn sheep are no exception to this, indeed they have mastered it.
In this modern day and age we have many fabulous tools to help us learn and understand this
relationship that the desert bighorn sheep have with the thermal environment. These include motion
detecting cameras, radio collars, and modern optics. One tool that is often overlooked is the
temperature gun. These thermometers with a laser sighting system are a marvelous tool to explore
and learn about the importances of the thermal environment of the desert. By using one of these
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laser sighted thermometers one will find that the thermal environment is connected to all things. This
includes the color of the earth, and the shadows, and reflectivity of rocks and plants. Knowing these
kind of things can help us to understand and appreciate in depth the thoughts and adaptations of the
desert bighorn sheep.
For instance most other bighorn species experience hard times and die offs in the cold winter months.
This is not necessarily true for the desert bighorn sheep. In the low desert the winters are mild and
snow free. This is a time when survival is easier and desert bighorn travel widely across their habitat.
On the other hand the summer time is often a time of hardship and death, due to the extremely high
temperatures and the lack of water. Other herds of desert bighorn sheep that live further north and at
higher altitudes experience a different thermal environment where both midwinter and midsummer
are times of thermal stress on the sheep. So to understand a herd or their habitat one must
understand thermal environment and how it’s connected to all the other environmental components
such as the plants and the behavior of predators.
If you watch desert bighorn sheep in the summer you will find that by necessity they understand and
utilize shade much more than other species of Bighorn. Sometimes in their thermal environment the
ground temperature can exceed 200°F and only a few feet away in the permanent shade of a boulder
the ground temperature it will be 75°. Their ability to adjust their behavior to these types of
temperature extremes can mean the difference between life and death. While the desert bighorn
sheep skin is thermally protected by its fur, it is still too hot to lay down on the ground at 200°F for any
length of time. To do this would quickly elevate their body temperatures and use up precious body
moisture, so on days like this they must find shade or remain standing.
In some Desert Bighorn Sheep habitats, shade is abundant in the form of rock formations and plant
life. There are some portions of desert bighorn sheep habitat where the use is limited, due to the
scarcity of shade. In this situation small pieces of permanent shade can be a critical and strategic
components of their habitat. The concept here is that the effects of shade should be viewed as
cumulative and in some ways a source of water. A common behavior for desert bighorn sheep is to
drink their fill of water and then go and lay down in the nearest shady spot for an hour or two of rest
and rehydration. No doubt this behavior influences what water sources they prefer as well as which
direction they will go after drinking water. This is the kind of knowledge ancient hunters knew and
utilized, and in some places the petroglyphs they left illustrate the depth of their understanding of the
bighorn sheep and their environment.
Of course not every day is so hot that the desert bighorn sheep need to use shade. In the winter they
will seek warmth on the south side of a hill or on dark colored rocks that has absorb the radiant
energy of the sun more efficiently. It is also important to understand that not all shade equal.
Sometimes in the summer a steep north slope has a cool enough ground temperature for the sheep
to bed down on. Then there are situations where the deep shade on the north side of a cliff or small
cave may have a view that is blocked by brush or boulders such that it is rarely used. With this
understanding we can see the possibilities of artificial shade as a wildlife management tool for desert
bighorn sheep. This can be done for a variety of reasons and in a variety of ways. The most obvious
reason would be to increase the value of a water source that did not have a sufficient shade resource
associated with it. This could be done in a straightforward manner such as putting up a few posts to
support a roof, or something with a more aesthetically pleasing outcome such as fake rocks or trees.
Some may consider this frivolous or perhaps futile rather than real mitigation. With some
experimentation and observation this technology of artificial shade could affect such things as lamb
survival rates and herd/meta-population distribution.
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Another ability that desert bighorn sheep have is the ability to walk across the desert landscape when
the ground temperatures are extremely high. This they can do where other animals cannot or will not.
This is because their hooves give them a considerable amount of insulation from the ground,
protecting them from the heat and the cold. Oftentimes their behavior in regards to the thermal
topography of desert is literally etched in the landscape by their hooves, in the form of game trails and
bedding sites. It is not that unusual to find game trails to bedding sites that have as their primary
resource deep shade. It is always important to explore and understand a site like this, because it is a
rich source of information about herd behavior and distribution. It is every bit as important as
understanding the attributes of the game trail going to a water source.
Another crucial part of understanding the deserts thermal environment and its relationship to the
behavior of desert bighorn sheep is the concept of a “thermal event”. The most predictable ones are
the changing of the seasons and the cycle of night and day. But there are other kinds of thermal
events that affect survival and distribution of desert bighorn sheep.
A wind event can be viewed as a thermal event whether it is a cold wind or hot. The desert bighorn
sheep will adjust their behavior and placement in the thermal environment accordingly.
Cloud cover can also make for some very interesting thermal events. In the winter time a good solid
cloud cover will hold in the Earth’s heat and elevate nighttime temperatures. This can have a
considerable effect on lamb survival rates for some herds. In the summer time a good solid cloud
cover often comes with high humidity making escape from the heat difficult even when there is shade
available.
Perhaps one of the most interesting and complex thermal events comes in the form of rain, which
tends to flatten the thermal landscape. That is, there is less temperature difference in the landscape
after a rain regardless of the lands orientation to the sun and wind. It is important to have a basic
understand of this mechanism, that causes the flattening of the thermal topography. Because it
affects the behavior of desert bighorn sheep in many ways. In the winter time on a hill or mountain the
north slope ground temperature may be near or at freezing and on the south side perhaps 50 or 60°F.
Then along comes a rain with a water temperature of let’s say 40°. This will tend to warm the north
slope and cool the south slope all at the same time. This is due to water’s high thermal density, that
is to say a small amount of water can change the temperature of a lot of Earth. Now in the
summertime things can get very dramatic with thunderstorms. Here we want to get past the
mesmerizing flash of lightning emotional impact of the thunder, and see deeper into this process.
One can view these storms as immense and complex transformation of thermal energy. A fascinating
place to experience this dramatic process is on one of the desert’s dark black lava flows where the
ground has soaked up the radiant energy of the sun very efficiently, driving ground temperatures up
extremely high. When the rain first impacts these rocks there seems to be a hissing or splattering
sound, and for a moment or two, these dark black rock formations are covered with a blanket of
steam. Then gusts of wind run hot and cold with updrafts and downdraft’s shifting in various
directions. And something on the order of a square mile of rock drops more than 100°F in a minute or
two! Then with the storm passing there are insects flying around that didn’t seem to be there just
minutes ago, and lizards and other wildlife seems to appear from nowhere. All the while this thermal
energy is flowing into the landscape and is transformed in many ways, and thus it affects all living
things. So it is with this knowledge, like the ancient people had and the desert bighorn sheep have,
you can experience and feel the thermal components of the desert environment, and know, the way
of things.
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2015 The Chinese Year of the Sheep... the Green Sheep
Chinese New Year is the first day of the lunar year, based upon the calendar used in pre-modern China. In
modern China, the western calendar is the official calendar, but the traditional lunar calendar still determines the
dates of many traditional holidays. According to the lunar calendar, the first day of the first month of the year is
also the first day of Spring. The first day of the Chinese New Year is February 19, which begins the Year of the
Ram, and you will also see it referred as the Year of the Goat, or the Year of the Sheep. In Chinese we use the
same general term yáng for these animals. This is the Year of the Green or Wooden Sheep to be more precise.
So what does it mean? Each of the twelve animals in the Chinese Zodiac has unique characteristics and each
year corresponds to one animal. 2015 corresponds to the Sheep. In addition to the twelve year cycle
corresponding to each of the animals in the Chinese Zodiac, there are Five Elements (wood, fire, earth, metal,
water) which are associated with their own "life force" or "chi". This energy blends with the corresponding
animal to determine that year's fortune. In 2015, the corresponding element is Wood. Wood by its very
nature, is the element associated with all living things, the "spring" or life renewal process. Wood relates to
trees which relate to the color green. The Year of the Wood Sheep (or Goat) is therefore also known as the
Year of the Green Sheep. What does Wood and Sheep mixed together bring? The Year of the Sheep follows a
tumultous Year of the Horse, and heralds a more calm atmosphere. Combined with the evergreen and renewal
characteristics of Wood, the Sheep's creativity will be unleashed. A year of renewal and creativity. The next
Year of the Green Sheep will be in another 60 years (chinafamilyadventure.com)

Here’s an interesting You Tube video about translocating bighorn sheep in the Sierra Nevada range :

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KOMCxxTL6U
A Video featuring a summer water haul to a guzzler :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q69MMSn3XYw
A Video featuring the building of an SCBS Raincatcher guzzler system:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8BLnkLpuIM&feature=em-upload_owner
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Sunshine Peak guzzler on Twentynine Palms Marine Base – SCBS has built two Raincatcher systems on the base recently, and we are
set to double our efforts this year. You can be a part of this noble and exciting legacy this fall.

Upcoming Projects -- Help SCBS Make a Difference!
By Steve Marschke, President SCBS
In conjunction with the Marine Corps and California Department of Fish and Wildlife we have planned 2
completely new water developments this winter on the Twentynine Palms Marine Base. We are going to
need as much help as possible so drag your friends and relatives out! As they say, “Many hands make light
work” . This is an “All hands on deck “ call for action. The Marine base will temporarily suspend operations in
these areas so we can do these projects, but we only get one weekend per project to accomplish our task
before the Marines resume their live-fire training. We’ve done it twice before, and we can do it again!
Each system will have 2 underground Raincatcher tanks of SCBS design and a large Hypalon mat to
collect rainfall. If you helped us build Sunshine Peak or Argos Mtn systems back in 2012 and 2013 you know
the drill. We will have to dig a hole large enough to bury two 2300 gallon tanks and also clear a 5000 sq ft area
for the rainmat. Once the rainmat and tanks are in place, we have to bury the tanks and place rocks on mat to
keep it from blowing away. This time the Marine Corp has ‘softened’ the ground for us – of course they can’t
take any risk of us digging into unexploded ordinance so they have set detonation charges to make sure the
area is safe. We benefit a little as the ground should be loosened up to make digging easier.
Glenn Sudmeier, Gary Thomas, Carlos Gallinger and Steve Marschke made two trips and spent a total of
8 days scouting for locations and we think we have selected an area that will be found by bighorn sheep
quickly and yet is suitable for our construction methods. The last 2 projects at 29 Palms were utilized by
desert bighorn within a few months of installation, if we did our scouting well, we might have that kind of
success yet again.
The first project will be ‘Rainbow’ and is scheduled for Nov 13-15. Due to military training schedule
priorities we may have to shift to Nov 20-22 so try to keep a flexible schedule. Arrive anytime on Friday and
camp out for an early morning safety briefing. We will camp just outside the base boundary, dry camping.
Bring your own camping gear, drinks, lunch and snacks. Saturday breakfast and dinner and Sunday breakfast
will be provided by SCBS.
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You will need to have 4x4 high clearance vehicle to drive into base, the work site is about 10 miles from
camp. If you don’t have suitable vehicle, don’t let that stop you from participating, we will do our best to
arrange rides from camp to work site. Unfortunately due to base regulations, no minors are allowed on the
base. If you have children under 18 you are free to bring them to camp, but they will have to stay in camp
during the day and you will have to arrange to provide adult supervision. The same restriction applies to dogs
– no dogs on base for the project but you may have them in camp if they are well behaved.

If you can’t make it this time, mark your calendars for Dec 18-20 for the ‘Round’ project. If you plan to
attend or even if you think you might be able to attend, please RSVP to scbs_projects@yahoo.com or call 310543-1862.
We need the RSVPs no later than November 1 so Homeland Security will have time to process
them. Make sure to include the following:
•
•
•

Full Name
Date Of Birth
Social Security Number (last 4 digits )

If you plan on driving your vehicle into the work site we will also need:
• Make
• Color
• Model (must be 4x4)
• Body style (pickup SUV, etc.)
• Year
• How many extra seats you will have?
• License plate
When you RSVP, we will send a map and coordinates to the campsite.
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Those Who Care
By Dave Smith, 6-8-2015

They arrive from many walks and roads
To help the few and spread the load
From the desert floor, to hillsides steep
Securing drinks for the Bighorn Sheep.
Some Folks are young but most are old
But make things happen when asked or
told.
Clean out a spring or enhance a seep
To add some comfort for the Bighorn
Sheep.
There are those with extra bucks to
spend
But all show strength from their hands
they lend
Yet all in mind have thoughts to keep
They do it all for the Bighorn Sheep.

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of each month in the conference
room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are invited to
attend any and all board meetings, to bring a friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate.

Director
Robert Burke
Christian Guntert
Mark LeCompte
Steve Marschke
Stevan Hart
Neil Ringlee
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith

SCBS 2015 Board of Directors
Phone Number
Director
760-617-9261
Jeff Crouse
760-955-2525
Jennifer Hinojosa
661-267-6523
Norm Lopez
310-543-1862
Darryl Williams
714-323-4843
George Sutton
760-245-6034
Glenn Sudmeier
909-981-5847
Terry Anderson
760-617-3291
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Phone Number
760-680-9819
760-246-3115
909-887-2279
323-333-2160
714-356-7592
760-389-2498
760-408-7118

Publications
EMAIL : If you would like to have the Newsletter sent by e-mail let Bob Burke know at
cameracoordinator@sheepsociety.com ( not only does this save postage and paper, it’s in living color). You
can still get a paper copy via regular mail.
WEBSITE : Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep is on-line ~ sheepsociety.com.

Fall Drinker Inspections - Get ready for “El Niño”
Twice a year, it is the goal of SCBS to have every one of our Big Game Guzzlers (BGG) inspected and cleaned
out. There are more than 85 BGGs out there that require maintenance to ensure that the water we catch this
winter will be available and clean. Almost all BGGs require some combination of 4 x 4 off road driving and a
hike. It is also important that the Area Captains who have volunteered to service the BGGs receive the help and
support of the members who currently don’t have drinker inspection obligations. It is crucial that our volunteers
go out in the field with a team, rather than striking out alone. This not only insures the health and safety of our
volunteers, but is a great opportunity to train a new person how to perform an inspection, or to introduce a
neophyte to the conservation world in general. Several Area Captains have retired from inspections, and thus
we have some vacancies -- if you are available to inspect some BGGs this fall that currently have nobody to
service them, please contact Jeff Crouse and Jennifer Hinojosa at jjrestorationservice@yahoo.com, 760-6809819. We need to fill these vacancies, but anyone who can inspect them temporarily is wholehearted
appreciated by our Organization.
“El Niño” is a weather phenomena that usually happens every three to seven years, and could last from nine
months to two years. In August, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration predicted that the 2015
– 2016 El Niño “could be among the strongest in the historical record dating back to 1950”. If this most
welcome cure for the California drought does occur, we need to be prepared to receive the gift of an unusually
wet desert season this winter. BGGs should be cleaned of debris and fortified to prevent breakages. It is a
crucial time to have the check dams dug out so they will work properly. If the BGG is not collecting properly,
notify Jeff and Jenny immediately so that we can organize a repair project. Let’s not waste one drop of El Niño
when that blessing arrives, which should usher in a bumper recruitment season of successful lambing.

Letter to the Editor
Dear SCBS Sheep Sheet Editor:
I read with great interest the Volume 2 May addition of the Sheep Sheet and wish to congratulate you on your
doing such an excellent job of covering events that the Society takes part in to the benefit of desert bighorn and
the other wildlife species that benefit from the water made available through the efforts of many dedicated
people and having been there, done that I know how much satisfaction and pleasure one gets when a project is
completed that makes water available where there was none available before.
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I was especially interested in the Sheep Camp Spring Project. I am now 93 years of age and I was part of the
Big Horn guzzler installation at Sheep Camp Spring in 1976 and to learn that the system is still working 39
years later that the parabolic system was still working and the box was full of water 39 years after the original
installation, we must have done something right. We had a very good group for the project and thought we
could finish it in one day. I don’t know just how you do things today although I recently talked to Glenn
Sudmeier whom I’ve known for ever since the Water for Wildlife Survey came into existence I’m sure glad
Glenn received recognition in Reno for his dedication over 40 years and I remember when Glenn first came on
board.
Getting back to the Sheep Camp Project, Marvin Woods was the team captain in the Old Womans, Lew
Carpenter was Captain in the Sacramentos and I was team Captain in the Turtles. I was also the first
coordinator of the team captain concept when I was President of the Southern Council of Conservation Clubs.
Getting back to the Sheep Camp Project, Vern Bleich of California Fish & Game was the leader of the project.
When Vern could see that we had worked so late that we were losing our daylight Vern called Landells who had
brought all of the material and cement mixer and generators etc in to the site to see if he could come in and
airlift our crew out and back to the camp site. Landells made about four flights in and out to get us all back to
camp site. We had about four dogs with us also and my black lab Smoky also got a helicopter ride back to
camp. I should remember Landells first name but at 93, I don’t remember everything. ‘ha’
When I moved to Oregon in 1992, on the way north my wife and I stopped by the Clark Mt. project and that
was the last project I was a part of. It was the site of the ill fated crash when Landells and Jim Bicket, BLM lost
their lives and Dick Weaver was so badly injured. My wife Marcie and I used to stop in Loomis near
Sacramento and visit Dick and Doris and we still keep in touch and when I find an article in our Bend paper
concerning Oregon bighorn I send it along to Dick. I was also at the first water for wildlife installation at Blue
Spring in the Anza Borrego State Park. Boy have you folks come a long way since then. My hat is off to all of
you for your wonderful work on behalf of desert bighorn. - Sincerely, Bob Jurgens

(Editor’s note: Thanks for sharing the wealth of memories, it is clear that we fully enrich our lives while
doing the selfless work for the critters. I invite and encourage the readers to submit your thoughts – not
only is this a walk down memory lane for those who worked alongside you, it’s a way for the newer
members to connect with the seasoned ones.)

Richard’s Ramblings
By Richard Weaver
In 1968, I started working full-time on bighorn sheep research in California. I was primarily working from the
Mexican border northward in San Diego and Imperial Counties. During this time, I met an old-timer that knew
the area very well and had spent his life as a cowboy and rancher. I was picking his brain one day when he told
me a story about Native Americans catching bighorn sheep by lining up and driving them into nets stretched
across the game trails. This did not surprise me as I had grown up a dirt farmers kid in the Moreno Badlands in
Riverside County during the depression. I remember adults I knew telling stories of Native Americans catching
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rabbits by having children drive the rabbits into nets that were placed across the game trails. If the Native
Americans were using nets to catch rabbits, it is plausible to believe that they would have used the same
techniques for other animals.
Our cash crop at the time was oat hay and my father took great pride in producing a high-quality product that
race-horse breeders would pay a premium for. Living and farming in the hills as we did, gave rabbits the
opportunity to eat wide margins around the hay fields. Rabbits in the area loved to feed on the hay and it was
my duty and responsibility to shoot them whenever I saw them. We didn’t waste any of the rabbits either, papa
and me cleaned them all and momma would cook them up for that night’s supper. Another way we removed
the rabbits that might get into the fields or the garden was by use of a trap that my papa had rigged up. The trap
consisted of a large orange or apple crate that was buried in the ground near the spot where the rabbit would
enter the garden. On top of the crate, papa fixed two doors that were balanced to conceal the box below. When
the rabbit would hop onto the box, he would fall through and be trapped in the box below. After checking
papa’s trap a few times, I learned to approach it with caution. The trap did catch rabbits, no doubt about that,
but it also caught skunks and rattlesnakes!
The reason for mentioning all of this is that some time later, I actually found one of the rock pylons that held the
end of the nets used by the Native Americans. As I was hiking along, it was located just above a game trail, just
like the old man had explained it to me. Some time after that, I read where some archeologists had found just
such a net in a dry cave. Wildlife departments began to use drive nets to catch bighorn by using a helicopter to
drive the animals into the nets and a crew concealed nearby to secure the animals once they were captured. The
crew rushed out to the tangled animals and quickly blindfolded and hobbled the animals so they could be
transported. The reason for the blindfolds is to make the animal docile by taking away its vision. Now we have
net guns that can throw a net over the animals we want to capture. This idea was developed in New Zealand
and grew out of the use of grenade launchers in World War II. Technology may have made our use of nets to
capture bighorn more efficient, but ancient cultures have been using the idea for hundreds of years. And we
think we are so damned smart!

Desert Protection Act, Round 2
By Steve Marschke
This bill (EDW15157) was reintroduced by Senator Feinstein (D-CA) this year. The official Title is “California
Desert Conservation and Recreation Act of 2015.” For those of you with long memories you may recall that we
worked with Senator’s Feinstein’s office back in 2009 on this bill. As originally worded, it would have created
many additional wilderness areas, OHV areas and 2 new National Monument areas (Sand to Snow and Mojave
Trail). The original version did not have ANY language that would authorize motorized vehicles within
wilderness for habitat conservation. (Of course most of you now that even though the original Desert Protection
act of 1994 authorized motorized vehicle use within wilderness, we have been subject to many delays and a
bureaucratic nightmare trying to utilize the special exemption.)
SCBS, with the help of our scientific advisor suggested language that would clarify the motorized use clause
and reduce the red tape and roadblocks from BLM. After several phone calls and meetings with Senator
Feinstein’s aides we were assured that our language would be inserted into the bill. It was not, but luckily the
bill was withdrawn before it could be voted on. In February Senator Feinsteins re-introduced her bill. Of
course, the language that is necessary to support desert bighorn conservation was not included. Several
members again contacted Feinstein’s office and reminded them of our previous meetings and also re-submitted
the language that would allow motorized vehicle use in wilderness. However, this time rather than facetiously
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working with us and then ignoring our language, the Senator’s office flatly refused to insert the language. The
bill has seemingly been stalled and in August Senator Feinstein requested President Obama to use his authorize
under the Antiquities Act declare the monuments without congressional approval.
We found an ally in Congressman Paul Cook (R- CA, 8th District) who thankfully has submitted a similar bill in
the house. Senator’s Cook’s bill is titled “California Minerals, Off-Road and Conservation Act” and contains
the language favored by SCBS (see section 1004, about page 123 of 126). In many ways is resembles Senator’s
Feinstein’s bill but among other changes more clearly places the authority of wildlife and habitat conservation
projects under the authority of Ca DFW. In fact it specifically authorizes the construction and maintenance of
guzzlers for bighorn sheep within the affected areas. If both bills pass, then they will most likely be sent to a
joint House/Senate committee for consideration and compromise. Please keep watching these bills and write to
your senators and Representatives and urge them to defeat Senator’s Feinstein’s bill and support Paul Cook’s
bill.
For the text of Senator’s Feinstein’s bill:
http://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve/?File_id=8ca1f771-c79c-471b-9c57e8b26bd32a35
For Representative Cook’s bill:
https://cook.house.gov/CMORCA

Cushenbury Herd, photo at Mitsubishi Mine

THE CUSHENBURY BIGHORN SHEEP POPULATION:
MIGHT DEER BE THE SOURCE OF THE MITES?
BY VERNON C. BLEICH, PH.D.

As many readers are aware, the population of bighorn sheep occupying Cushenbury Canyon on the north
slope of the San Bernardino Mountains is one of the smallest—and likely one of the most vulnerable—
populations of that species in California. The most recent published information regarding the number of
bighorn sheep resident in and near Cushenbury Canyon indicates that population numbers fewer than 25
individuals (and likely is even smaller than that). When bighorn sheep are seen on the Mitsubishi Mine, located
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just west of Cushenbury Canyon and that is used extensively by those animals, the staff reports those
observations to the environmental office at the mine. Each observation is accompanied with additional
information including the observer's name, the date, the group composition as determined by the observer, and
the location where the sheep was (or were) seen. Dr. Jeff Villepique, an environmental scientist with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife is arguably among the most knowledgeable bighorn sheep biologists
in that agency and works closely with mine officials to help conserve that small population. In fact, Dr.
Villepique is actively working with the Mitsubishi Corporation to establish an endowment that will fund
conservation efforts for bighorn sheep on and near the mine well into the future.
Bighorn sheep occupying the San Bernardino Mountains are infested with a mite (Psoroptes sp.), that
could play a role in the health of Cushenbury population. As part of a long-term investigation that began in
2000, biologists have sampled the population on numerous occasions to examine herd health and
simultaneously fit bighorn sheep with radio collars. The origin of the mites occurring among those bighorn
sheep has been of some interest, and although the incidence of mite infestation in California is wider than
previously suspected, numerous opportunities to sample bighorn sheep in a single location in which bighorn
sheep were sympatric with (i.e., occurred in the same location as) mule deer provided the opportunity to test the
hypothesis that the mites were transmitted to bighorn sheep from deer.
In earlier work by Randy Singer and his colleagues (Singer et al. 1997) that was conducted near
Cushenbury Canyon, no evidence of mite infestation was detected among the 15 mule deer examined (nor did
they detect any mites among the cattle they examined). Subsequent efforts to capture and examine mule deer
near Cushenbury Canyon by Jim Davis, a now-retired California Department of Fish and Game wildlife
biologist, and his colleagues yielded additional information on the presence of mites in that species: no evidence
was detected among the 34 deer that were examined during those investigations.
My collaborators and I worked with Jim and combined the data he collected with information reported
by Singer et al. (1997) and determined that, in all probability, mule deer were not the source of the mites
infesting bighorn sheep on the north and east end of the San Bernardino Mountains. In fact, we calculated that
there is an extremely high probability (P=0.9945) that the infestation rate among mule deer in the areas
examined is no more than 10% (Bleich et al. 2014). It is not possible to state with certainty that no deer are
infested with mites without examining every mule deer occupying that mountain range, but the evidence at hand
makes it highly unlikely that the mites are transmitted from deer to the sheep in the area of interest.
Many members of the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep (SCBS) assisted with the efforts to
capture bighorn sheep and mule deer near Cushenbury Canyon, yet some of you reading this column may say to
yourselves, "So what?" Well, the implications of these results are important. Psoroptes mites are known to
cause hearing loss in bighorn sheep when they clog the ear canal, and there has been speculation by other
investigators that such hearing loss increases the susceptibility of bighorn sheep to predation. Although perhaps
only coincidental, predation has been the leading cause of mortality among bighorn sheep occupying
Cushenbury Canyon and proximate areas. That deer are an unlikely source of the mites infesting bighorn sheep
has meaningful implications for the possibility of treating mite infestation in that small population and,
potentially, for mortality due to predation. The results of experimental treatment efforts currently are in press in
a professional journal, and will be the subject of a future article in The Sheep Sheet.
Literature Cited
Bleich, V. C., J. T. Villepique, J. H. Davis, S. G. Torres, and B. J. Gonzales. 2014. Psoroptes mites and mule
deer (Odocoileus hemionus): additonal notes from the San Bernardino Mountains, California. Bulletin
of the Southern California Academy of Sciences 113:96-99.
Singer, R. S., D. A. Jessup, I. A. Gardner, and W. M. Boyce. 1997. Pathogen exposure patterns among
sympatric populations of bighron sheep, mule deer, and cattle. Journal of Wildlife Diseases 33:377-382.
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Dr. Vern Bleich is an independent biologist that
was employed by the California Department of Fish
and Game for 34 years, the organization from
which he retired as a Senior Environmental
Scientist in 2008. He remains active in wildlife
conservation activities and research, particularly
with respect to bighorn sheep and other large
mammals inhabiting arid environments. Vern
serves as a Science Advisor to the Society for the
Conservation of Bighorn Sheep, and is a regular
contributor to The Sheep Sheet. Readers interested
in obtaining copies of the papers referenced above
can contact Vern at: vcbleich@gmail.com

LIVES SCBS HAS TOUCHED
By Dick Conti
This is an open letter to all the pre 1983 long eared,
long beard old timers of this Society. Why pre 1983?
That was the year my wife Jeannie, my son Richard and
I attended our first water hole project. The project was
in the Whipple Mountains. It is known as the Fair E
Hare Big Game Guzzler.
In the spring of that year, I saw a small ad in the L. A.
Times Sports Section looking for volunteers to help the
Society and the California Department of Fish and
Game construct a wild life watering device called a
guzzler. We had scheduled a two week vacation to
Arizona that was to start the weekend of the guzzler
project. We began our vacation by helping SCBS and
CDFG complete this project
There were more than 125 volunteers present. It was very labor intensive. Those of you who have helped build
our old three tank systems know how much native material is used to make a 10x25' base for the tanks. That
base must be capped with concrete to provide a solid level platform for the tanks. Additionally, a concrete dam
must be built to capture rain water run off.
The helicopter flew all the materials in. Unfortunately, due to the terrain the chopper had to land the cement
and mixer about seventy yards up canyon from the tank site. There was no sand near the mixer so we had to
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bucket brigade sand from the pad site up to the mixer and then bucket brigade the mixed cement back down to
the construction site. This was my 14 year old sons first real day at hard labor. He carried rocks, shoveled sand
and passed his fair share of buckets on the brigade. Sunday morning his hands had blisters and he was as tired
as the rest of us.
That morning I explained to him that he could carry rocks and cement for a living. Or he could stay in
school, go to college and be the guy who tells the carrier where to put the rocks and cement. During my son's
high school and college days he would occasionally be struggling with a difficult assignment. I would go to his
room and ask how he was doing? At the end of our talk he would always say, "I know dad, I can carry the
cement or tell them where to put it". It was a mantra that saw him thru school. He currently has a career at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and a family that he too has introduced to the outdoors.
Here is some perspective for new SCBS members who may not know me. From 1986 to 2003 I was heavily
involved in the SCBS Water for Wildlife program. I have had the honor serving as President, Board Member,
Waterhole Coordinator, Area Captain coordinator and Hot Shot Crew coordinator for SCBS. Sometimes serving
two or three of those positions at the same time. It was the most personally rewarding work I have ever done.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank those of SCBS and CDFG who came before me. They are
responsible for "Touching My Life", the lives of my son and our grandchildren too. I have personally thanked
many of those who have passed on. But for those I may have missed, I thank you for Touching My Life. DC

Ca DFW Helicopter Contract and SCBS sling work
By Steve Marschke
Some of you have probably heard about the accident several years ago that grounded the DFW helicopter
surveys for all species. DFW has been very slow to get back up and running; apparently there are more lawyers
in the DFW Sacramento offices than biologists. During the shutdown, long time contractor, Landell’s Aviation
was sold and their main pilot retired. I am sure that many of the SCBS volunteers have been choppered into
projects or participated in surveys with pilot Steve DeJesus.
For the last 2 years, SCBS and Ca WSF representatives have been in frequent contact with DFW trying to
support the new contract. We had been reassured several times that during the capture and collar and survey
work there would be some time for slinging loads. We had planned to sling loads into several sites in the
Marble and Clipper Mountains for repair and improvement tasks. As the time for the survey approached we
were informed that the BLM wilderness permit did not have sling work on it. The DFW had secured a permit
but only for capture and collar and survey overflights. That seemed incredible, how could it have capture and
collar and survey tasks but not sling work? We had been assured many times that we were in the flight time
schedule; never were we informed that we should obtain a separate permit. I guess you know what they say
about Ass u me. Anyway, at the eleventh hour, Terry Anderson lit the cell towers on fire: DFW, SCBS, BLM,
etc. back and forth many times marshalling all of our forces and formulating a plan. Scientific advisor Vern
Bleich responded and a “minimum tool” analysis at the Sacramento BLM office for approval within 1 day!
BLM however, decided that they just didn’t have enough time to fully review and authorize the job so here we
are – no sling work this season. Sorry guys, there’s going to be more worn out boot leather, a least for this
season.
“Never ascribe to malice that which is adequately explained by incompetence.” Robert J. Hanlon
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to
make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges. The Society works with
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and fulfilling
to you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today! Check our website
at:

www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman
5801 Calico Cove Court
Bakersfield, CA 93306
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you
support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: _______
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“ We forget that the water cycle and the life cycle are one.” - Jacques Cousteau
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